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A

nalysing longitudinal ordinal data reflecting individual life
quality along time, such as health or life satisfaction
trajectories, is a common approach to study vulnerability
processes. An interesting focus in such analyses is on
distinguishing or comparing between favourable life contexts
(associated with increasing or permanent good life quality) and
critical life contexts (associated with decline, chronic distress or
turbulence). For example, stable working conditions or having a
longterm partner might be favourable contexts and the live
after a divorce a critical life context.

M

y doctoral project aims at developing a statistical method
for i) discovering life contexts by means of covariates

describing individual life circumstances and longitudinal ordinal
life quality data and ii) statistically characterising the individual
evolution of life quality within those contexts. The proposed
method combines regression trees and ordinal linear mixed
models and is called Ordinal Linear Mixed Model Trees.
The project involves the following operating points:
o Theoretical elaboration and development of the statistical
method
o Development and software implementation of a fitting routine
and diagnostic tools
o Empirical evaluations such as simulations or comparisons
with other methods
o Application of the method on LIVES data

Basic idea and ongoing development

F

or illustration, I consider an artificial dataset of 800
individuals observed at 5 occasions. An Ordinal Linear
Mixed Model Tree is fitted on an ordinal response with
categories very bad, bad, neutral, good and very good. The life
quality trajectories of three individuals out of the 800 are shown
in the categorical parallel coordinates plot which was developed
within this project:

The fitting procedure partitioned the data into three
characterised data subsets using two of the four covariates. A
first subset contains the low educated people, a second the
qualified women and a third the qualified men. The comparison
of the model coefficients shows that the individual evolution is
quite different in each of these contexts.
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To discover differing life contexts, I consider the four covariates
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and to statistically characterise the individual evolution along
time I use the cumulative logit random slope model:
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The proposed procedure i) successively partitions the data
along the values of the covariates so as to reduce the within
model deviations and ii) fits a separate model for each data
subset.
The resulting tree and estimated model parameters are shown
in the figure on the right, which was generated with the software
that I have been developping.
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Figure: A fitted Ordinal Linear Mixed Model Tree
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